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PARIS — If you thought it was challenging for women to come forward and accuse Harvey
Weinstein of rape, consider accusing the Islamic theologist Tariq Ramadan. Emboldened by the
enormous response in France to the #MeToo wave that was born in Hollywood, two
Frenchwomen decided last month to sue Mr. Ramadan for rape and sexual abuse. One of the
women, Henda Ayari, has gone public. The second has described her ordeal to journalists but
has remained anonymous. And for good reason: Henda Ayari has had to appeal for help after
becoming the target of a vicious campaign of insults and slander on social networks, mostly
from Muslim extremists. Mr. Ramadan, a grandson of the founder of the Muslim Brotherhood,
denies the accusations.

It is not only that the Swiss-born Mr. Ramadan, 55, who has taken a leave of absence from
Oxford University, where he has taught contemporary Islamic studies (a chair financed by
Qatar), is a prominent figure on the intellectual and religious Islamic scene in France. What
makes his accusers particularly brave is that they, like him, are practicing Muslims. By the
very fact of having spent time alone with him, they have, in the eyes of rigorist teachings of
Islam, violated the rules of modesty that women are required to follow.

The sexual revolution that liberated Western women in the 20th century has yet to occur in
most of the Muslim world. But we may be seeing a beginning, six years after the crushed
hopes of the Arab revolutions. In North Africa, at least, and in the Arabic communities within
France, the seeds of women’s rebellion are bearing fruit slowly. Tunisia, the one Arab country
that did not turn its back on the Arab Spring, is breaking barriers.
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